Protein-protein interaction network data provides valuable information that infers direct links between genes and their biological roles. This information brings a fundamental hypothesis for protein function prediction that interacting proteins tend to have similar functions. With the help of recently-developed network embedding feature generation methods and deep maxout neural networks, it is possible to extract functional representations that encode direct links between protein-protein interactions information and protein function. Our novel method, STRING2GO, successfully adopts deep maxout neural networks to learn functional representations simultaneously encoding both protein-protein interactions and functional predictive information. The experimental results show that STRING2GO outperforms other network embedding-based prediction methods and one benchmark method adopted in a recent large scale protein function prediction competition.
The realisation of the complex relationships between genotypes and phenotypes has 2 been fostering the collection and analysis of genome-wide datasets of molecular 3 interactions detected from patterns of physical binding, transcript co-expression, mutant 4 phenotypes, etc. Many specialised databases exist to store and integrate such 5 heterogeneous data at different levels of biological complexity. At one end of the scale, 6 the IMEx consortium gathers non-redundant protein-protein interactions (PPIs) from 7 peer-reviewed scientific publications, and provides manually curated details about the 8 experimental conditions [1] . At the opposite end, several resources extend these primary 9 data with indirect or predicted associations to paint a more complete picture for whole 10 organisms [2] [3] [4] [5] . For instance, STRING [5] considers experimentally detected PPIs, 48 This study proposed a novel PPI network-based protein function predicting method, 49 STRING2GO. It adopts deep maxout neural networks to learn a novel type of 50 functional biological network feature representations simultaneously encapsulating both 51 node neighborhoods and co-occurrence functions information. These higher-level Predictive performance was evaluated on the ability to annotate both individual labels 90 (GO term-centric) and protein function (protein-centric), following the methodology 91 adopted in [31] . For the GO term-centric evaluation, we calculate the F1 score for 92 evaluating the GO term-specific classifier training quality over 10-fold cross validation 93 on the large training protein-set and the predictive performance on the held-out 94 protein-set. In details, the GO term-centric F1 (i.e. F1 GO ) score is used for evaluating 95 the performance of methods when predicting protein annotations for individual GO 
For the protein-centric evaluation, we calculate the F max score by predicting the GO 104 term annotations for the held-out protein-set using the trained GO term-specific 105 classifiers. The F max score is used by CAFA experiments [31] for evaluating the 106 performance of methods when predicting GO term annotations for all protein samples. 107 As shown in Equation 4 , the F max score is obtained by choosing the maximum averaged 108 F1 score over all protein samples' GO term annotation prediction, according to the Precision τ value is calculated by the total amount of precision values for the GO term 112 annotation predictions of all protein sequences S, over the number of protein sequence 113 m with at least one GO term annotation predictive posterior probability being equal or 114 greater than the value of threshold τ . Analogously, the Recall τ value is calculated by 115 the total amount of recall values for the GO term annotation predictions of all protein 116 sequences S, over the total number of protein sequences n. Then the corresponding τ to 117 F max score is used as the prior knowledge to calculate the other type of protein-centric 118 averaged F1 score, i.e. F τ , for the temporal annotation validation. representations simultaneously encoding the PPI network information and the patterns 167 of term co-occurrence in the biological process functional domain. The network 168 architecture was implemented using the Keras package with Theano backend and 169 consisted of three fully connected hidden layers, followed by an output layer with as 170 many neurons as the numbers of terms selected for the biological process functional 171 domain. Each hidden layer had batch-normalized inputs [35] , which were combined 172 through maxout units [36] , and were subject to dropout [37] in the course of training. A 173 sigmoid function was used to activate the output neurons.
174
To limit the computational requirements for model optimization, the initial 10-fold 175 cross validation (with random split of instances) experiments were run in order to Subsequent training stages were aimed at selecting the optimal dimensions of hidden 181 layers that lead to the highest median F1 GO scores (here rounded to two decimal places), 182 from a limited set of options (300, 500, 700 and 1,000). In addition, we also evaluate the 183 predictive performance when using the same dimensions for both input features and the 184 3 rd hidden layer outputs. Note that, due to the well-known curse of dimensionality issue 185 [38] , if more than two different dimensions of the 3 rd hidden layer outputs obtain the 186 same median F1 GO scores, we only choose the lowest ones as the optimal dimensions. network-derived representations obtain the second highestF1 GO score (0.22) using the 225 Mashup method, while also obtain the same highestF1 GO score (0.17) using the networks including relatively rich PPI information and high coverage. 235 We then report the optimal dimensions of network embedding representations 236 derived by Mashup and Node2vec methods from those 5 STRING networks. According 237 to the suggestion in [22] , we define 800 as the optimal dimensions for the input network 238 embedding representations derived by Mashup. In terms of the Node2vec-derived 239 network embedding representations, as shown in the 5th column of Table 1 , 128 are the 240 overall optimal dimensions, since 4 out of 5 network-derived embedding representations 241 in 128 dimensions obtain the highestF1 GO scores for predicting 204 biological process 242 terms. We then report the optimal dimensions of the STRING2GO-learnt functional 243 representations (a.k.a. the 3 rd hidden layer outputs of DMNNs) w.r.t. the 244 corresponding optimal dimensions of raw network embedding representation inputs.
245
Generally, STRING2GO encodes the functional predictive information in a high 246 dimensional representation space (ranging from 500 -1000 dimensions), when using 247 either Mashup or Node2vec as the raw network embedding representation generation 248 method. As shown in the 3 rd and 6 th columns of Table 1 , the optimal dimensions of the 249 3 rd hidden layer outputs vary between 500 to 1000. Recall that we also evaluate the Node2vec+SVM, when using all five different STRING networks to generate embedding 271 representations.
272
The held-out evaluation results further confirm that the STRING2GO-learnt 273 functional representations contain higher predictive information. As shown in Table 2 ). STRING2GO Mashup+Sigmoid and STRING2GO Node2vec+Sigmoid also 281 respectively obtain higherF1 GO Table S3 further confirm that the STRING2GO-learnt functional 294 representations obtain significantly higher GO term-centric F1 GO scores than the raw 295 network embedding representations.
296
From the perspective of protein-centric evaluation (i.e. considering the F max and F τ 297 metrics), the STRING2GO-learnt functional representations also obtain higher 298 predictive accuracy based on the Combinedscore network. As shown in Table 2 representations obtain higher precision and recall values simultaneously, since the 305 middle parts of red and blue curves locate in higher position than the orange one, while 306 the middle parts of grey and black curves also locate in higher position than the green 307 one. As shown in Table 2 and We also compare the predictive performance of Mashup and Node2vec-derived network 321 embedding representations and the corresponding STRING2GO-learnt functional representations respectively. Generally, the raw network embedding representations 323 derived by Mashup and Node2vec methods obtain competitive predictive accuracy by 324 using SVM as the classification algorithm. To begin with, during the training stage, the 325 F1 GO score obtained Mashup+SVM is higher than the one obtained by Node2vec+SVM 326 based on the Combinedscore network, since the orange bar is higher than the green one 327 in Fig 2. a. However, both Mashup+SVM and Node2vec+SVM obtain poor predictive 328 performance on the held-out evaluation, due to the zeroF1 GO scores. But the statistical 329 significance test results (see Table S2 ) show that the former still outperforms the latter. 330 Those patterns are consistent when using all other 4 types of STRING networks to 331 generate the raw embedding representations, as reported in Fig 2.b-2 .e, Tables 2 and S1 . 332 In terms of the protein-centric evaluation, Mashup+SVM obtains a higher F max score 333 (0.470) than Node2vec+SVM (0.444). The Combinedscore network-based indicating that the larger distances lead to higher predictive accuracy. 423 We also display an example of the increased distance between two classes of proteins 424 when predicting the term GO:0090150, which shows the highest improvement on the In this work, we present a novel deep learning-based protein function prediction method 437 STRING2GO, which successfully learns a novel type of functional representations to 438 train the down-stream classifiers for making predictions. STRING2GO shows the 439 highest accuracy when predicting biological process protein functions, compared with 440 other state-of-the-art network embedding representation-based protein function 441 prediction methods. Based on this STRING2GO learning framework, there is potential 442 for further improving the predictive accuracy by integrating representations from other 443 data sources with the current PPI network embedding representations in a future study. 444
Supporting information 445
Table S1 List of 204 biological process Gene Ontology terms studied in this work.
446
Table S2 Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests at 0.05 of significance level on F1 GO 447 scores obtained by different pairs of prediction methods over the hold-out evaluation.
448 Table S3 Friedman test with Holm post-hoc correction results on F1 GO scores 449 obtained by different prediction methods over the hold-out evaluation. 
